Abstract-The energy consumption is considered as key factors of green cloud computing to achieve resource allocation. To address the issue of high energy consumption and low efficiency of cloud computing, this paper proposes a powerefficient immune clonal optimization algorithm (PEICO) based on dynamic load balancing strategy and immune clonal selection theory in green cloud computing. The experimental results show that PEICO performs much better than the clonal selection algorithms and differential evolution in terms of the quality of solution and computational cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of cloud computing, the servers' scale of cloud data center is constantly expanding every year, which causes huge power consumption [1] . Furthermore unreasonable scheduling policies lead to energy waste, making the cloud data center operating costs continually increase. Energy efficiency has become prominent contradiction in green cloud computing. Cloud computing is the Internet as the carrier to provide infrastructure, platform, software services by virtualization technology. Cloud computing makes it easier to trade and data storage, and less time consuming task for the end user. Green cloud computing is composed of a series of interconnected and virtualization computers, the virtualization of computer dynamically provides one or more unified computing and storage resources. Therefore, the use of green data center is a typical application of green communication in green cloud computing.
Green cloud computing can not only improve the rate of cloud computing infrastructure, but also can minimize the energy consumption [2] . Due to the heterogeneity of the resource nodes in cloud computing environment, the load between the nodes is imbalance. The load of cloud computing resource nodes is imbalance, which is easy to cause the communication delay between the nodes and the more energy consumption during the process of task scheduling. Load balancing affects the utilization of resource nodes, and the energy consumption determines the operating cost of the data center [3] . Therefore, how to design an efficient cooperative task scheduling algorithm in green cloud computing has become an urgent need to solve problem. Fig. 1 shows the green cloud computing system model. Since human society appears in nature, man invented a lot of techniques, methods and tools by simulating the structure, function and behavior of organism in nature, which used to solve practical problems in social life. Many of adaptive optimization phenomena constantly give revelation in nature: organisms and natural ecosystems through their evolution in humans seem to make a lot of highly complex optimization problem has been the perfect solution [4] . In the biological sciences field, people have been carried out extensive and in-depth study on the evolutionary, genetic, immune and other natural phenomena. Although artificial immune algorithm has its own characteristics and advantages, there are some drawbacks in the process of practical application, such as poor stability, data redundancy, and the limited capacity of local search. Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm is a new evolutionary computation technique, which is a stochastic model for simulation biological evolution through iterative so that individuals adapt to the environment is preserved. DE suits for solving some of the use of conventional mathematical programming methods can not solve the complex environment of the optimization problem.
The main purposes of this paper include the following three aspects: (1) to reduce the energy consumption of data centers; (2) to make the system resource node load balance; (3) to improve the utilization rate of resource node. Aiming at the problem of energy consumption of data center in green cloud computing, this paper put forward the green cloud computing system structure, and designs a power-efficient immune clonal optimization algorithm for cooperative task scheduling based on dynamic load balancing strategy and immune clonal selection theory in green cloud computing. PEICO has the advantages of Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA) and DE. Its basic idea is to introduce clonal selection theory to DE, improving the search pattern of algorithm and enhancing the convergence rate of algorithm. It can ensure the ability of global search and local search and enhance the performances of the algorithm.
The main contributions of this paper include:(1) A brief review about the advantages and disadvantages of various existing task scheduling algorithms in green cloud computing are presented. (2) An effective comprehensive energy efficiency model is proposed. (3) A power-efficient immune clonal optimization algorithm for task scheduling is proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A brief survey is given in Section 2. The comprehensive energy efficiency model is presented in Section 3. The powerefficient immune clonal optimization algorithm for task scheduling is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 describes simulation and analysis of results, followed by the conclusions in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we focus our discussion on the prior research on energy consumption and task scheduling algorithms. In recent years, there have been some studies devoted to the new energy-efficient techniques and heuristic intelligent optimization algorithms that are suitable for task scheduling in green cloud computing.
In order to deal with the criterion of makespan minimization for the HFS (Hybrid Flow Shop) scheduling problems, O. Engin proposed a generic systematic procedure which was based on a multi-step experimental design approach for determining the optimum system parameters of AIS [5] . J. C. Chen proposed a hybrid immune multi-objective optimization algorithm (HIMO) based on clonal selection principle [6] . In HIMO, a hybrid mutation operator was proposed with the combination of Gaussian and polynomial mutations. For the problem of indeterminate direction of local search, lacking of efficient regulation mechanism between local search and global search and regenerating new antibodies randomly in the original optimization version of artificial immune network, Q. Z. Xu et al. proposed a novel predication based immune network to solve multimodal function optimization more efficiently, accurately and reliably [7] . In order to build a general computational framework by simulating immune response process, M.G. Gong introduced a model for population-based artificial immune systems, termed as PAIS, and applied it to numerical optimization problems [8] . In order to maintain a diverse repertoire of antibodies, K. C. Tan et al. proposed an evolutionary artificial immune system for multi-objective optimization which combines the global search ability of evolutionary algorithms and immune learning of artificial immune systems was proposed [9] . D. X. Zou proposed a Modify Differential Evolution algorithm (MDE) to solve unconstrained optimization problems [10] . Min-max problems were considered difficult to solve, specially constrained min-max optimization problems. A. S. Segundo proposed a novel differential evolution approach consisting of three populations with a scheme of copying individuals for solving constrained min-max problems [11] . To reduce the computational time for high-dimensional problems, Hui Wang et al. presented a parallel differential evolution based on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [12] .
In order to compare the performance of DE and PSO in solving min-max constrained optimization problems, Mahmud I. studied considers two well-known variants of PSO and DE [13] . X. Z. Gao et al. proposed a novel optimization scheme CSA-DE based on the fusion of the clonal selection algorithm and differential evolution [14] .
In order to reduce energy consumption, many scholars put forward many effective solutions. Gong L. et al. proposed green energy saving strategy for cloud computing platform [15] . From the angle of system resource allocation analysis of how to reduce the amount of energy, Guazzone M. et al. proposed a framework of automatic management of cloud infrastructure resources [16] . Jones et al. proposed a task scheduling model and algorithm with a bandwidth centric [17] , which does not consider the load balancing of system, leading to the task distribution imbalance. Lu Xiaoxia et al. introduced ecological difference equation based on the ecological dynamics, dynamic adjustment the number of tasks in resource nodes, and proposed a main task scheduling algorithm based on the establishment of a predator-prey model [18] . Chen Yanpei measured the energy consumption of data center based on the framework of MapReduce and HDFS, and achieved the purpose of efficient utilization of energy through the optimization of system configuration parameters [19] . Through processing the idle node to achieve energy saving, Harnik et al. achieved the purpose of saving energy through closing a large number of nodes in idle periods [20] . Y. Kessaci et al. presented an energy-aware multi-start local search algorithm (EMLS) [21] . A parallel-machine scheduling involving both task processing and resource allocation was studied by using an Improved Differential Evolution Algorithm (IDEA) [22] .
III. COMPREHENSIVE ENERGY EFFICIENCY MODEL
Load balancing is a kind of effective balance work as load mechanism [23] , [24] . According to the computing performance level of resource node, the tasks will be 
In which, i  is the weight ratio coefficient,
indicates that the resource has no traffic flow, but it is in the link state. Definition 4. Assume that i T is the sum of resources throughput under the configuration model, i P is the comprehensive power consumption of the resource i r in different models, i A is the application weight in different models. Then, the comprehensive energy efficiency of the system is defined as:
Definition 5. Assume that ( , ) t m n is the total task execution time , LB is the system task balance factor. Then, the affinity function () i aff a can be described as:
i LB aff a t m n  (4) Fig. 2 . System resource allocation model Through the dynamic load balancing strategy, system resource allocation model is shown in Fig. 2 .
Based on the above work, the main operations of our algorithm for task scheduling can be summarized as follows: Step 2: Calculate the affinity of initial population () Ak according to objective function.
Step 3: Select half of the antibodies with larger affinity to () r Ak, and denote the other antibodies as () l Ak.
Step 4: Clone () r Ak to generate the population () Bk , and the clonal number is proportional to their affinities.
Step 
where  is a scaling factor which controls amplification of the differential evolution.
Step 7: Compute individual affinity after differential mutation. If the affinity of individual after mutation is larger than the old one, then substitute the old one with it.
Step 8: Obtain the following generation population
Step 9: 1 kk ; If ending conditions are satisfied, the PEICO algorithm automatically ends; Otherwise, go to step 2 until the proposed iterations are completed .
End Output: the individual with minimal objective function value -----------------------
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, in order to verify the validity of the proposed PEICO in this paper, the benchmark functions and CloudSim are used to as a platform and tool for experimental testing. CloudSim is a function library developed on the discrete event simulation package SimJava. CloudSim component tool is open source, and provides a virtual engine. The PEICO is compared with several typical tasks scheduling algorithms, including HIMO [6] and IDEA [22] . The configuration information of computing nodes is shown in Table I . Two kinds of contrast experiments are carried out in this paper :(1) the optimal solution is compared for the there combinatorial optimization functions. The three combinatorial optimization functions are shown in Table  II . (2) The response time and energy consumption are compared in CloudSim platform. The optimal solutions for the three task scheduling algorithms under the conditions of running 100 times are shown in Fig. 3-Fig.  5 . Their maximum evolution generation is set to 1000. 
It can be seen from Fig. 3-Fig. 5 that the whole performance of PEICO is superior to HIMO and IDEA. The simulation results indicate that PEICO can significantly enhance the quality of the solutions obtained, and reduce the time taken to reach the solutions. In particular, simulation results on numerical optimization problems demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves an improved success rate and final solution with less computational effort.
Apparently, compared with the original HIMO and IDEA, our PEICO can acquire much better optimization results within the same numbers of iterations. Experimental results demonstrate effectively the PEICO has a superior nonlinear function optimization performance over the IDEA, and the affinity of antibody use differential mutation to achieve the balance between the convergence speed and optimum quality. So it can efficiently search in a diverse set of local optimum to find better solutions. response time of the PEICO is the least. In particular, PEICO has faster response speed when the number of tasks is significantly increased. PEICO retains global search strategies based on population, uses real-coded and simple differential mutation operation, which reduces the complexity of genetic operation. Meanwhile, PEICO has a unique ability to dynamical track the current search so as to adjust their search strategies, and has a strong global convergence and robustness. Fig. 7-Fig. 8 show the energy consumption for the three algorithms in different number of VM and scheduling cycles, respectively. It can be observed that the proposed PEICO uses less energy consumption, compared with HIMO and IDEA in most scheduling cycles. PEICO can effectively balance load of resource node and reduce energy consumption. Through the above experimental results, PEICO can ensure the ability of global search and local search and improve convergence performance. PEICO can enhance the diversity of the population, avoid the premature convergence phenomenon, and have high accuracy of solution.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For the problem of energy consumption in green cloud computing data centers, this paper puts forward the theory of green cloud computing and designs a powerefficient immune clonal optimization algorithm for task scheduling. Based on the green cloud system architecture, the energy is considered as system resources to achieve resource allocation. The results show that the proposed algorithm has the most optimal ability of the reducing energy consumption of data center. Obviously, the proposed PEICO can be applied to any other combinatorial and numerical optimization problem using suitable representations and variable operators.
